AbstractÐWe model a distributed system by a graph q Y i, where represents the set of processes and i the set of bidirectional communication links between two processes. q may not be complete. A popular (distributed) mutual exclusion algorithm on q uses a coterie g P , which is a nonempty set of nonempty subsets of (called quorums) such that, for any two quorums Y P g, 1) T Y and 2) T & hold. The availability is the probability that the algorithm tolerates process and/or link failures, given the probabilities that a process and a link, respectively, are operational. The availability depends on the coterie used in the algorithm. This paper proposes a method to improve the availability by transforming a given coterie.
INTRODUCTION
LET be a finite set. A nonempty set g P of nonempty subsets of (called quorums) is called a coterie under if it satisfies 1) Intersection Property: For any Y P g, T Y, and 2) Minimality: For any Y P g, T & .
The concept of a coterie was introduced by Garcia-Molina and Barbara [5] as an extension of the majority consensus [6] , [16] , and has been used in algorithms for many kinds of synchronization problems in distributed systems (see, e.g., [1] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [12] , [15] , [16] ). Among them the (distributed) mutual exclusion problem is perhaps the most well-known. Suppose that a distributed system is modeled by a graph q Y i, where represents the set of processes and i the set of bidirectional communication links between two processes. Then, Maekawa's mutual exclusion algorithm uses a coterie under [12] . Since its property varies depending on the coterie selected, many methods have been proposed to produce ªgoodº coteries [7] , [14] , [15] .
Given the probabilities that a vertex (i.e., a process) and an edge (i.e., a link), respectively, are operational, the availability e q g of coterie g is the probability that there remains a connected subgraph q H H Y i H of q consisting only of operational vertices and edges such that H for some quorum P g. It is the probability that Maekawa's algorithm that uses g tolerates process and/or link errors and is considered to be one of the most important goodness measures [3] , [15] , [17] . However, the problem of computing the availability of a coterie is an extremely hard problem belonging to the class of #P-hard problems [2] . We therefore developed methods to search for an optimal coterie (in terms of the availability).
A powerful and useful concept is the nondominatedness [5] . A coterie g is said to dominate a coterie h if g T h and, for any quorum P h, there is a quorum P g such that . A coterie g is said to be nondominated (ND) if no coterie dominates g. By definition, if g dominates h, then e q g ! e q h. Thus, searching for an ND coterie, instead of searching for an optimal one, might be a practical way of obtaining a better coterie. Unfortunately, the membership problem for ND coteries is a famous open problem which is probably co-NP-complete [9] , although the ND coteries are beautifully characterizable in terms of the self-dual Boolean functions [9] . In this context, several efficient methods have been proposed for enumerating or constructing ND coteries [4] , [5] , [9] , [13] .
A difficulty of searching for an optimal coterie on a graph lies in the lack of an efficient algorithm for comparing two ND coteries (because it is unlikely that there is an efficient algorithm for calculating the availability of a coterie). To attack this problem, Ibaraki et al. introduced the concept of graph-nondominatedness (q-NDness) and identified the optimal coteries on rings and trees, using a characterization of q-ND coteries on rings and trees [11] . Recently Harada and Yamashita [8] presented a necessary and sufficient condition for a coterie on a general graph to be qdominated, but, as expected, its test requires exponential time [8] .
The following fact is important from the view of searching for an optimal coterie: If g q-dominates h, then e q g ! e q h. On the other hand, on some graph q, coteries that are not ND can qdominate some ND coteries and, in fact, there are many ND coteries that are not q-ND. Hence, enumerating or constructing q-ND coteries is a better approach (than enumerating or constructing just ND coteries). Motivated by this, as an enumeration and a construction of ND coteries are possible, in this paper, we focus on how to obtain a q-ND coterie from a given ND coterie.
We first present a necessary and sufficient condition for an ND coterie on a graph q to be q-ND. Surprisingly, the condition is testable in polynomial time and the q-NDness of ND coteries is therefore efficiently decidable. Although this test procedure may not determine the q-NDness of dominated coteries, by combining it with an enumeration or a construction method for ND coteries we can construct or enumerate q-ND coteries (that are ND) for a given graph q.
We next propose a method to improve the availability by modifying a given coterie to obtain a q-ND coterie. To this end, we introduce a polynomial time function Replace that produces, given a q-dominated coterie, a new coterie that q-dominates it. Since Replace preserves the NDness, a naive method that repeats applying Replace while the current ND coterie is q-dominated produces a q-ND coterie.
The idea of modifying a coterie so as to satisfy a desirable property is not our original. For complete graphs, coterie transformation algorithms have been proposed 1) for constructing a large ND coterie from simpler ones, 2) for enumerating ND coteries, and 3) for obtaining a new coterie with a better performance [4] , [5] , [9] , [13] . In particular, the coterie transformation [5] and operator & [4] are similar to Replace function in that they are functions on the set of coteries that preserve the NDness. However (of course), they are not designed to map a given coterie to a new coterie that q-dominates the given one.
After preparing definitions, we characterize q-ND coteries that are ND in Section 2. Section 3 introduces Replace function and discusses its properties. Section 4 concludes the paper.
CHARACTERIZING q-ND COTERIES THAT ARE ND
Without loss of generality, we assume that the underlying graph q Y i is undirected and connected. The following definitions are from [10] , [11] . Definition 1. Let g be a coterie on a graph q Y i. The set of all connected minimal subgraphs r r Y i r of q such that r for some P g is denoted by r q g, where r is minimal in the sense that no proper subgraph of r satisfies the above condition. Hence, r q g is a set of trees. Let r Ã q g denote the subset of r q g constructed from r q g by removing each tree if its proper subtree is also in r q g.
Definition 2. Let
In what follows, we use the following notations: As defined in Section 1, e q g is the availability of a coterie g on q, given the probabilities that a vertex and a link, respectively, are operational. For any , À denotes the complement of . q j d e n o t e s t h e s u b g r a p h o f q i n d u c e d b y ; i . e . , q j Y Â i. By p r (p & r), we denote that p is a (proper) subgraph of r. By q, we denote the set of all connected acyclic (not necessarily spanning) subgraphs of a graph q. Finally, we denote jij and j j by m and n, respectively. In the rest of this section, we present a necessary and sufficient condition for an ND coterie to be q-ND. We use the following three theorems.
Theorem 1 [8] . Let g be a coterie on a graph q Y i. For any tree p p Y i p P q, if p for some quorum P g, then r p for some tree r P r Ã q g.
Theorem 2 [8] . Let g be a coterie on a graph q Y i. g is qdominated if and only if there exists a tree p p Y i p P q satisfying the following formula:
por ll r r Y i r P r Ã q gY r T p nd r p T YX I Theorem 3 [5] . Let g be a coterie on a graph q Y i. g is dominated if and only if there exists a set such that T and T Y, for all P g. Now, we are ready to prove our main theorem.
Theorem 4. Let g be an ND coterie on a graph q Y i. g is qdominated if and only if there exist a quorum P g and a connected component x x Y i x of q j satisfying the following formula:
Proof. Only if part: Suppose that g is q-dominated. By Theorem 2, there exists a tree p P q such that r T p and r p T Y for any r P r Ã q g. Since g is ND, there exists a quorum P g such that either p or p Y holds by Theorem 3. However, p never hold since if p , r p for some tree r P r Ã q g by Theorem 1, a contradiction. Hence, p Y for some quorum P g, then there is a connected component x x Y i x of q j satisfying p x.
Let x H x H Y i x H be any connected component of q jx . Obviously, p x H Y. We now show that T x H for any quorum P g. Assume otherwise that x H for some P g.
Let p
H p H Y i p H P q be a spanning tree of x H . Since p H , by Theorem 1, there is a tree r r Y i r P r Ã q g s u c h t h a t r p H . Since p x H Y a n d r x H , r p Y, a contradiction. Hence, P g and x satisfies (2).
If part: Suppose that for some quorum P g and component x of q j , (2) holds. Obviously, x Y. Let p be any spanning tree of x. First, we show that r T p for any r P r Ã q g. Assume otherwise that there is a tree r P r Ã q g such that r p . By Definition 1, there exists a quorum H P g such that H r p . Since x Y and p x , H Y, a contradiction to Intersection Property. Next, we show that r p T Y for any r P r Ã q g. Fix any r P r q g. By definition, r contains a quorum H P g. Since H T x H for any connected component x H of q jx , r P r Ã q g is not contained in any connected component of q jx as a subgraph. Since r is connected, r x T Y and, therefore, r p T Y. By Theorem 2, g is q-dominated. t u
Although Theorem 4 assumes ND coteries, the proof of if part does not use this assumption. Hence, the existence of a pair of a quorum
Theorem 5. The q-NDness of a given ND coterie g is testable in yn Q jgj P log n time.
Proof. Let us estimate the time complexity of testing the condition of Theorem 4. Formula (2) is tested at most njgj times, since the number of connected components in q j is bounded by n. In each test for (2), we test T x H at most njgj times. Since connected components can be identified in yn m time and the containment problem requires yn log n time, testing the condition of Theorem 4 requires yn Q jgj P log n time. t u
IMPROVING THE AVAILABILITY
Suppose that we obtain an evidence x that a given coterie h is qdominated by testing (2) . How can we use the evidence to improve the availability? The idea here is to construct another coterie g that q-dominates h. The proof of Theorem 1 of [8] includes a procedure for constructing a new coterie that q-dominates g. Unfortunately, this procedure requires exponential time since it includes, as a subproblem, the determination of r Ã q g, which in general requires exponential time. To see this, one can check the case in which g f g and q is complete. In order to avoid this time consuming procedure, we introduce a polynomial time function Replace. It creates a new coterie that q-dominates g using the evidence.
Let h be a set of nonempty subsets of . wineth and wxeth, respectively, denote the subset of h constructed from h by removing each element if its proper subset is in h and the set of all subsets of such that for some P h. We further assume that g is ND. Let be any set. We show that either or holds for some P eplegY to complete the proof by Theorem 3. Since g is ND, there exists a quorum P g such that or . Suppose first that . If , then P eplegY . It follows that for P eplegY . If T , then for some P eplegY , since
Step 1: Search for an evidence x that g is q-dominated by testing (2) in Theorem 4. If the search fails, terminate the procedure (since g is q-ND).
Step 2: Replace g with ReplacegY x and go to Step 1. As final comments of this section, although Replace runs in polynomial time, this procedure may not run in polynomial time in the worst case since the number of repetitions may not be bounded by a polynomial. However, it always terminates since the qdomination relation over coteries forms a partial order and the number of coteries (on a fixed graph q) is finite. The fact that it produces a q-ND coterie is clear from Theorems 4, 6, and 7.
Next, this procedure cannot always guarantee proper increase of the availability. This is because the availability depends on the probabilities that vertices and edges are operational. As an extremal example, if they are all 1 (0), then the availability of every coterie is 1 (0) (and, hence, the availability cannot be improved). However, we can conclude the following: Let g and h be any ND coterie that is not q-ND and the output of this procedure for g, respectively. Then, e q g`e q h holds, provided that all the operation probabilities are neither 0 nor 1.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we discussed how to improve the availability of a coterie. We first characterized the q-ND coteries that are ND, by which the q-NDness of an ND coterie is polynomially testable. We then proposed a procedure to increase the availability by repeatedly modifying a given coterie by function Replace. Taking an ND coterie g that is not q-ND, Replace outputs a new ND coterie h that q-dominates the input, i.e., e q h b e q g, provided that all the operational probabilities are neither 0 nor 1. Hence, the procedure can increase the availability. Although Replace terminates in polynomial time, we cannot bound the time complexity of the procedure by a polynomial in the worst case since the number of repetitions may not be bounded by a polynomial. Its analysis is left as a future work. Since we conjecture that there is an ND coterie that requires exponential time repetitions, the problem of choosing an input for which the procedure quickly terminates is interesting future work. Proposing a good polynomial time heuristic procedure based on another approach is another interesting open problem.
